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THOUGHT OF THE WEEK: Children ‘seem less capable of spreading virus’
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/health-52695995/children-seem-less-capable-of-spreading-virus
Children appear to be “less capable” of spreading coronavirus than adults, the World Health Organization’s chief 
scientist has said.  Soumya Swaminathan told the BBC’s Andrew Marr that the WHO hasn’t observed any big 
outbreaks linked to regular school attendance.  While she also said children were at “very low risk of getting ill” 
from Covid-19, she added that more information is needed about a rare syndrome that may be linked to the virus.

PILPUL FOR BEGINNERS By Gilad Atzmon
https://gilad.online/writings/2020/5/18/pilpul-for-beginners
     Americans may be surprised to learn from Alan Dershowitz that their constitution is far more intrusive 
and oppressive than what they and their forefathers have believed for generations. The law ‘scholar’  declared 
yesterday that “you have no (constitutional) right to not be vaccinated.”

Watch Video: You Have NO RIGHT to NOT be Vaccinated” - Alan Dershowitz: https://youtu.be/bLbp2uw5sZQ
     One possible explanation for Dershowitz’s peculiar constitutional ‘interpretation’ is that some parts of the 
American constitution were actually written in Yiddish, Hebrew and Aramaic. As such, their meaning is only 
accessible to a small privileged segment within the American population, one that amounts to 2% or less.
But there is a far better explanation that shines light into the ‘reasoning’ offered by Dershowitz.  
     In a spectacularly brave Huffpost article titled What Is Pilpul , And Why On Earth Should I Care About It? 
author David Shasha writes, “ Pilpul is the Talmudic term used to describe a rhetorical process that the (Jewish) 
sages used to formulate their legal decisions… It is a catch-all term that in English is translated as ‘Casuistry’.”

Casuistry:: the use of clever but unsound reasoning, especially in relation to moral questions; sophistry.
     Dershowitz, is a pilpul master. He often employs peculiar reasoning in relation to moral questions especially 
when it comes to his own morality and conduct.
     Shasha writes of the history of pilpul tradition that “the Ashkenazi rabbis were less concerned with 
promulgating the Law transmitted in the Talmud than they were with molding it to suit their own needs. Pilpul 
was a means to justify practices already fixed in the behaviors of the community by re-reading the Talmud to 
justify those practices.”  Pilpul, as described, is not about understanding of the law and its meaning but about the 
deliberate miss- interpretation of the law so it fits with one’s core interests.  Shasha points out that “even though 
many contemporary Jews are not observant, pilpul continues to be deployed. 
     Pilpul occurs any time the speaker is committed to ‘prove’ his point regardless of the evidence in front of him. 
The casuistic aspect of this hair-splitting leads to a labyrinthine form of argument where the speaker blows enough 
rhetorical smoke to make his interlocutor submit. Reason is not an issue when pilpul takes over: what counts is the 
establishment of a fixed, immutable point that can never truly be disputed.”
     Pilpul is basically a legalistic exercise that is removed from truthfulness, ethical thinking or even logic. What 
we see from Dershowitz is a dramatic pilpul-ization of the American legal culture and ethos.
     “In this context,” Shasha continues,  “the Law is not primary; it is the status of the jurist. Justice is extra-legal, 
thus denying social equality under the rubric of a horizontal system. Law is in the hands of the privileged rather 
than the mass.”
In a pretty accurate description of Dershowitz’ modus operandi Shasha writes, “Pilpul is the rhetorical means to 
mark as ‘true’ that which cannot ever be disputed by rational means.”
Shasha, obviously had Dershowitz in mind when he wrote his Huffpost article. But Dershowitz is not the only 
one. In Shasha’s article Noam Chomsky is equally guilty of pilpulism. “The contentiousness of the Middle 
East conflict is intimately informed by pilpul. Whether it is Alan Dershowitz or Noam Chomsky, both of them 
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Ashkenazim who had traditional Jewish educations, the 
terms of the debate are consistently framed by pilpul.  
     What is most unfortunate about pilpul — and this 
is something that will be familiar to anyone who has 
followed the controversies involving Israel and Palestine 
— is that, since the rational has been removed from the 
process, all that is left is yelling, irrational emotionalism, 
and, ultimately, the threat of violence.”

    I agree with Shasha. The Middle East conflict has been 
reduced into a pilpul battle ground between Zionists 
and their Anti Zionist Zionist twins.  The question 
for Americans is whether Pilpul, a Jewish Ashkenazi 
litigious practice that is removed from truthfulness, 
ethics and reason should interfere with American’s 
constitutional rights, way of living, politics, culture, spirit 
and vaccination policies.   ***

DATA EXPERTS ATTACK THE FERGUSON COVID-19 MODEL By Brian Simpson
     We recently did an article where one computer expert 
cited took apart the coding foundation used in the Neil 
Ferguson model, that predicted doom, unless there was a 
society-wide lock-down. Now more have begun to attack 
the model:

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8327641/Coronavirus-
modelling-Professor-Neil-Ferguson-branded-mess-experts.html
“Scientists have levelled a flurry of criticism against 
Professor Neil Ferguson’s modelling which warned 
500,000 people could die from coronavirus and 
prompted Britain to go into lockdown.
Modelling from Imperial College London 
epidemiologist Professor Ferguson, who stepped down 
from the government’s Sage group at the start of May, 
has been described as ‘totally unreliable’ by other 
experts.
The coding that produced the sobering death figures 
was impossible to read, and therefore cast doubts on 
its strength, The Telegraph reported. It is also some 13 
years old, it said.
When other scientists have tried to replicate the 

findings using the same model, they have repeatedly 
failed to do.
Prof Ferguson’s model is understood to have 
single-handedly triggered a dramatic change in the 
Government’s handling of the outbreak, as they moved 
away from herd immunity to a lockdown. 
Competing scientists’ research - whose models 
produced vastly different results - has been largely 
discarded, they claim. 
David Richards, co-founder of British data technology 
company WANdisco said the model was a ‘buggy 
mess that looks more like a bowl of angel hair pasta 
than a finely tuned piece of programming’. 
He said: ‘In our commercial reality we would fire 
anyone for developing code like this and any business 
that relied on it to produce software for sale would 
likely go bust.’”  

  Yet, it was this modelling that provided a foundation 
for the lock-downs that are set to deliver economic 
devastation to the West, and probably mark the decisive 
point where the West goes down a blind alley. 
  Don’t blindly trust “experts.”  ***

LIVING NOW UNDER THE CHINA/SOVIET REGIME By James Reed
     The corona bug has been a gift from the Dark Lords 
to the centralised powers. Who would have thought that 
the power to regulate everything from exercise to bowel 
movements would come down from the oppressive state 
so quick? Talk about prison planet:

https://quadrant.org.au/opinion/qed/2020/05/
kommissar-of-all-the-kiwis/
“New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has 
joined Australia’s National Cabinet to contribute to the 
COVIS-19 response, Prime Minister Scott Morrison 
saying he was delighted to invite his New Zealand 
counterpart to attend the meeting with all Australian 
states, territory premiers and chief ministers. 
Curiously, Mr Morrison suggested to Ms Ardern 
a similar app to the controversial COVIDSafe app 
be developed for New Zealand. The app, which is 
used to trace Australian citizens, allows officials 
to de-encrypt contact information from the user’s 
phone on the basis of a positive COVID-19 result.  
According to Dr Vanessa Teague, chief executive of 
Thinking CyberSecurity and an adjunct professor at 
the Australian National University, this “centralised” 

tracing app “inevitably means the authorities are 
getting a complete list of your contacts”. 
Morrison will most likely not be interested to discuss 
how his National Cabinet “ludicrously delayed 
reopening of the economy to repair the very mess for 
which it is totally responsible”.  By entirely trusting 
the anointed advice of carefully selected medical 
advisers, writes emeritus professor David Flint, 
Morrison’s National Cabinet has not just “failed to 
protect the vulnerable to the high degree necessary”, 
but it “went beyond the pale in imposing a draconian 
and wholly unnecessary lockdown”. By assessing 
the matter from an essentially constitutional law 
perspective, Professor Flint concludes:  
In clear breach of the [Australian] constitution as 
originally intended, the National Cabinet imposed 
massive and unprecedented debt on the people, 
unlawfully suspending and destroying jobs, small 
business and much of the economic life of the nation 
as well as grotesquely limiting the people’s freedom 
with something approaching house arrest. The 
[Australian] people never agreed to this coup, this 
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unconstitutional seizure of power … There was never 
an emergency which justified the use of such extreme 
powers. 
As for New Zealand, on March 23, 2020, a month 
after the country recorded its first case of coronavirus, 
Prime Minister Ardern announced a draconian national 
lockdown when it had only 102 cases and zero deaths.  
While people can argue the NZ government was only 
trying to stamp out the virus, during this crisis it has 
been patently obvious that such lockdown was used 
to increase the arbitrary power and control of the 
State over the citizens. “Undoubtedly we now have a 
tightly-knit oligarchy running New Zealand”, writes 
NZ political commentator Amy Brooke,  who goes on 
to say:
Initially, most New Zealanders acquiesced to what 
has been assessed as ‘the most significant impact on 
human rights in living memory’, with government 
imposing lockdown level four. However, the estimated 
number of deaths of those unable to access hospitals 
for scheduled cancer, kidney, heart and other urgent 

surgery and care is apparently going to be far greater 
than from Covid-19. Reportedly, 20,000 operations 
and 60,000 specialist appointments have been 
cancelled. This does not include the mental stress 
and anxiety of some who may well commit suicide, 
forced into financial ruin, with business collapsing 
nationwide, the loss of jobs and savings being eaten 
away.”

     Just have a captain cook at the power the pollies 
gave themselves; you would think that we faced a 
zombie apocalypse, with people turning into flesh-eating 
monsters, as in movies such as 28 Days Later and 28 
Weeks Later and now 28 Months Later. 
     What is true for New Zealand, as detailed above, is 
equally true for the rest of the West, as the final grab for 
total power is made.  I say “final” as I do not see Western 
civilisation surviving the gutting of its core values, if this 
continues. We will enter a new Dark Age, if it has not 
already begun. Tyranny will rule, as never before. 
   It is sad that the sheeple never saw this one coming, but 
grazed on with the rich pastures of consumer bliss.  ***

DEGENERACY DURING LOCKDOWN By Mrs Vera West
     Even during lockdown, it is important for the 
politically correct schools to keep up the programming, 
making sure children of a tender age are continually 
indoctrinated, this time with degenerate sex exercises. 
Safe schools, (using cognitive dissonance), are not safe 
at all, but rather, a place of cultural abuse. This could 
go a long way to explain why the WHO advocates 'not' 
shutting down schools over COVID, that children might 
spend a couple of months of quality time with their 
parents and thus avoid this nonsense :

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8336201/Mother-blasts-school-11-year-

old-daughter-asked-define-hardcore-pornography-homework.html

“A mum is ‘fuming’ over her 11-year-old daughter’s 
school work which asked children to define hardcore 
pornography - among other ‘inappropriate’ topics.
Children in Years 7, 8 and 9 at Archbishop Sentamu 
Academy in Hull were set the work in their Personal, 
Social and Health Education (PSHE) class as part of 
their home learning.
Teachers have asked the 11 to 14-year-olds to ‘define’ 
pornography, soft pornography, hardcore pornography 
and transsexual pornography, as well as female genital 
mutilation, wet dreams, trafficking, male circumcision, 
breast ironing and more.
They were also asked questions about alcohol, drugs 
and smoking.
Following complaints from parents, the academy has 
now apologised for any offence caused.
The mother, who wished only to be referred to by 
her surname, Mrs Taylor, from east Hull said if her 
daughter had searched these phrases online in order 
to define them, the results would have ‘destroyed her 

mind’ and ‘scarred her for life’.
Luckily the mum of children aged seven, 11 and 16 
was warned about the work in a Facebook post by 
another parent before her daughter began working on 
it.
The 34-year-old said: ‘My daughter is still very much 
a child, we’ve still got magic elves, her bedroom is 
done in My Little Pony. She is very innocent and 
naive.
‘She was only in primary school last year living her 
best life, now she is being asked to search for hardcore 
pornography.
‘She’s 11, she should be doing stranger danger, and 
don’t share your info online, but genital mutilation is 
another thing. It was asking about male circumcision, 
breast ironing...I don’t even know what that is myself.”

     Why mom, it is the gender agenda and the end game 
of feminism/cultural wars, in full living colour, and it is 
horrible!
     If you have ever wondered why the West is 
disintegrating, then look no further than the (conservative 
sponsored-ed) universities as the producer of our 
teachers, who go for teaching this … stuff … over 
traditional family orientated cultural history, mathematics 
and physics. Western civilisation has already gone down 
the drain and these products from our elite learning 
institutions are happy to hose it down further.
Rightly written are the biblical 'End Times Prophecies' 
warning all who would not listen, take heed and turn 
away from civilisational destruction (repent), for we 
really have, as Solzhenitsyn said 'forgotten God, that is 
why these things happened'.  Can we turn away ? ***
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ALOR  ONLINE  TRAINING
    Our main website, as the repository of the Archives, 
is regularly being added to from publications and 
historical documents of the Social Credit and Freedom 
Movements. The website DVD files, placed onto your 
own home computer with added 'Desktop Search' 
software becomes an excellent private research facility. 
To become an effective Actionist, training is essential :: 
utilize the online 'Actionist Corner' with many links 
to  pro forma letter templates, brochures and other 
important training and research resources. 
    The newest addition — 'Science of the Social 
Credit Measured in Terms of Human Satisfaction' 
— is in three expanding work-packs, steadily 
developing the individual actionist in their area of 
particular interest to release freedom of choice. 
'Introducing Social Credit by Betty Luks' is built 
around five modules, as well as video lessons, other 
reading material and on completion, examination to 
achieve a basic Science of Social Credit understanding.
'Intermediate Social Credit by ED Butler' includes 
eight written assignments, video lessons and other 
important developmental reading material.
'Advanced Social Credit' is conducted with the 
assistance of experts in this science, included is the 
historical 'Elements of Social Credit by Tudor Jones', 
(originally published with the Authority of The Social 
Credit Secretariat), two courses including texts, video 
lessons and other reading material and on examination 
to ensure an advanced ability of effective action in the 
Science of Social Credit measured in terms of human 
satisfaction.  Start your Training Today.
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A HOPEFUL SIGN By Mrs Vera West
With the great conflict set to loom over mandatory 
vaccinations, perhaps, in the US at least, at military 
gun point, it is of interest to observe what the general 
public is thinking about the ultimate causes of all of this. 
Surprise, surprise, Bill Gate’s name crops up: 

https://www.zdnet.com/article/australian-poll-finds-1-in-8-blame-
bill-gates-and-5g-for-coronavirus/
“When it comes to believing stupid conspiracy 
theories related to coronavirus, young Australians are 
the most susceptible, or at least that’s what they’re 
telling pollsters.  According to a poll  conducted by 
Essential Research, one-fifth of all 18 to 34-year old’s 
said they had some belief that Bill Gates was involved 
in the creation and spread of coronavirus, with the 
same number responding positive to the question: 
“The 5G wireless network is being used to spread the 
COVID-19 virus”.
These numbers decreased with age, with 13% of 35 
to 54-year olds responding positively to the theories, 
and only 4% and 8% of the 55+ cohort, respectively, 
subscribed to the 5G nutbaggery and Gates idiocy.

Broken down by gender, 15% of the 524 male 
respondents said they believed in the 5G conspiracy, 
compared to 9% of the 549 female respondents, while 
the gender split was 14% and 13%, respectively, on 
the Gates theory. In total, the poll indicated that just 
under one in eight respondents, 12%, believed 5G has 
been used in the coronavirus pandemic, while 13% 
subscribed to Microsoft founder Bill Gates playing “a 
role in the creation and spread of COVID-19”.
     On Tuesday morning, Communications Minister 
Paul Fletcher attempted to slap down any link 
between 5G and the virus, saying that spreading such 
misinformation was irresponsible, dangerous, and 
potentially harmful to the community.
“Any suggestions that there is a link between 5G and 
coronavirus are utterly baseless. As the Chief Medical 
Officer has said, 5G does not cause the coronavirus 
and it does not spread coronavirus,” Fletcher said.
Fletcher also said that attacking mobile towers was 
a criminal offence. “The Australian Government 
will not tolerate any vandalism of communications 
infrastructure and I urge Australians to report any 
suspicious activity to their local police,” he said.
“Causing damage to mobile phone networks can cut 
vital connectivity, risking serious harm, even death, if 
a person is unable to contact Triple Zero.”
As states around Australia seek to lift restrictions, the 
poll found around a quarter of respondents thought that 
government should let people back in workspaces and 
restaurants within the next month; another quarter said 
by the end of June and 25% said it was too soon to lift 
restrictions. Only 9% said restrictions should be lifted 
as soon as possible.”

 Silly young folk; every man and his vaccinated 
dog (complete with 666 microchips) knows that Bill at 
the Gates is a great humanitarian, who has humanities’ 
survival at heart, with a great love of Africa.  ***
See: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/09/africas-rapid-
population-growth-puts-poverty-progress-at-risk-says-gates/  

     Readers are encouraged to support Mr George 
Christensen MHR for his bold effort to highlight our 
trade situation with China.  He has formed a committee 
to investigate the problem of too much dependency on 
a single trading partner.  He is also promoting a return 
to more self-sufficiency for Australia.  Contact him (and 
any other MP’s too  -  send a copy to your local MP) 
offering support.  You may find some of the points in 
the pro forma letter from our website, useful when you 
contact him c/o Parliament House, Canberra  ACT  2600
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